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Welcome to another look at highlights arriving on Blu-ray and DVD. It’s a slightly quieter week,
but there are definitely some titles of interest in several genres. So, if you can’t make it out to
the movies or need to stay indoors for a little while, be sure to give one of these titles a try!

  

BIG NEW RELEASES!

  

CROC!: A bride and groom from England decide to hold their wedding festivities in the
countryside. They find what they think is a lovely estate. But on their big day, the couple and
their guests get an unexpected surprise in the form of a family of very hungry crocodiles living
on the property that are determined to devour the attendees. 

  

This very low-budget British chiller hasn’t been seen by many in this part of the world. A few
reviews have popped up online and they appear to be mixed. Most have commented that the
lack of funding resulted in some less-than-convincing CGI monsters. Still, just as many suggest
that the movie doesn’t take itself very seriously and will provide a few laughs for B-movie
enthusiasts. 

  

Those interested should note that this is a DVD-only release. It features Sian Altman, Mark
Haldor, George Nettleton and Antonia Whillans.
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DC LEAGUE OF SUPER-PETS: This family-friendly animated spin-off of the DC comics
universe follows Superman and his best friend, Krypto the Superdog. After his owner and other
Justice League heroes are kidnapped by a sinister threat, Krypto joins forces with other animals
(including a turtle, a squirrel, a pot-bellied pig and many others) to hone their special powers
and save the day. 

  

The press gave this effort more positive reviews than negative ones. Those who disliked the
movie stated that it was a wasted opportunity with a bland story that felt more like a commercial
than a family narrative. However, most thought the feature was appropriately frothy, had several
funny moments and was more entertaining than recent live-action Justice League titles. The
voice cast includes Dwayne Johnson, Kevin Hart, Kate McKinnon, Vanessa Bayer, Natasha
Lyonne, Diego Luna, John Krasinski, Marc Maron, Keanu Reeves, Jemaine Clement and
Daveed Diggs.

  

DEAD FOR A DOLLAR: Looking for a western? This film follows a bounty hunter/private
investigator who is hired by a man to locate and retrieve his kidnapped wife. The protagonist
tracks the woman down and discovers that she was actually abused by her husband and has
simply run off with a lover. As he tries to decide what to do, an old enemy appears seeking
revenge for being caught and jailed by the lead years before. 

  

The press was split on this effort. Half complained that despite the great cast and veteran
director Walter Hill (“The Warriors,” “The Long Riders,” “48 Hrs.,” “Streets of Fire,” “Red Heat,”
“Trespass,” “Last Man Standing” ), the script was terrible and that the film
was slow-moving and ineffective. But the same number wrote that Hill was an expert in bringing
hard-boiled characters to the screen and managed to deliver an interesting and enjoyable
western on a tight budget. It stars Christoph Waltz, Rachel Brosnahan, Willem Dafoe, Warren
Burke and Benjamin Bratt.
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  INTO THE DEEP: For years, many who have taken self-defense courses have been cautionedthat following a stranger or new acquaintance to an unknown location is dangerous. The lead inthis thriller clearly missed this advice.   A woman is charmed by a handsome man at a marina and agrees to sail with him on his yachtfor the afternoon. When the host’s girlfriend suddenly appears and joins them, things get veryuncomfortable. At sea, the protagonist is asked to participate in a series of creepy games anddesperately tries to escape.   Critics didn’t enjoy this voyage. One of two thought that the climax provided enough thrills toearn the movie a pass. Everyone else wrote that the story was silly, implausible and that therewas little-to-no suspense generated. The cast includes Ella-Rae Smith, Matthew Daddario andJessica Alexander.  MY DONKEY, MY LOVER & I: This French romantic comedy follows a schoolteacher planninga summer holiday with her married lover (who also happens to be the father of one of herpupils). As the big day approaches, she gets a call from her sweetheart telling her that his wifehas planned a surprise hiking vacation and that he can’t go away with her. Jealous andsuspicious, she rents a donkey and ends up following the married couple on their grand trek.   Reaction towards this feature was very upbeat. A tiny number didn’t like the main character andcalled the movie formulaic. However, the vast majority were charmed by what they witnessed.They claimed that it was breezy fun with a great cast and plenty of amusing moments.   For the time being, this French-language title is a DVD-only release. Laure Calamy, BenjaminLavernhe and Olivia Cote headline the film.  THEY CRAWL BENEATH: A young man has a really, really bad day in this horror picture.   While attempting restoration work on a classic car at his uncle’s remote ranch, an earthquakehits and traps the lead and his relative under the vehicle. If that wasn’t enough, monstrousworm-like creatures begin rising from open fissures in the group. Wounded and trapped, thehero must survive an onslaught and avoid becoming a meal for the creatures.   There are very few notices available for the picture. A few that have popped up online havecome from genre movie fans. They have suggested that the movie is set almost entirely withinone room and plays like a low-budget knock-off of “Tremors,” the entertaining 1990horror/comedy. Still, the same people state that the creature effects are decent and that itdelivers a few laughs for monster movie enthusiasts. The cast includes Joseph Almani, KarleeEldridge and Michael Pare.   

  WATCHER: This independent chiller follows a young American woman who moves toBucharest, Hungary with her husband. They settle in a nice apartment, but the lady becomesconcerned when she sees a silhouetted figure watching her from an apartment across thestreet. With a serial killer terrorizing the neighborhood, the protagonist experiences paranoiaand terror as her concerns are ignored by her spouse.   Critics were chilled to the bone by this title. A handful stated that after a strong beginning, themovie’s ending was bland and disappointing. However, the consensus was that the film wasremarkably stylish and effective at developing a sense of dread. They also complimented thelead performance and thought the movie effectively captured the frustration of a woman havingher claims dismissed by others. It stars Maika Monroe, Karl Glusman and Burn Gorman.   BLASTS FROM THE PAST!  There are plenty of options for anyone looking to catch up with an older title (particularly if oneappreciates horror pictures).   
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  Criterion is updating their release of “Night of the Living Dead” (1968) in a 4K Ultra HD andBlu-ray set. It contains an even newer and sharper transfer of the movie alongside all of thepreviously released extras. If you haven’t yet picked up this iconic zombie classic, this seemslike the version to own.  

  Paramount is rereleasing the comedy classic “Airplane!” (1980) on Blu-ray. For those whohaven’t seen it, this is one of the best comedies of its day and inspired dozens of features in thesame style that contain rapid-fire slapstick jokes and references. This particular effort satirizeddisaster films and other popular trends of the era. The movie went out of print, but can now bepurchased once again in high definition.  
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  Steven Spielberg’s “Catch Me if You Can” (2002) with Leonardo DiCaprio and Tom Hanks iscoming out in a special “Limited Edition” Steelbook, which contains a Blu-ray and digital copy ofthe movie inside a hard case. This excellent comedy/drama tells the true story of a famous conman and the FBI agent who attempted to hunt him down.  Just in time for Halloween, the studio is also rereleasing the horror flick “The Last Exorcism PartII” (2016) on Blu-ray.   
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  Additionally, you can purchase a 25th anniversary 4K Ultra HD and Blu-ray of the popularsequel, “Scream 2” (1997). It picks up where the 1996 original left off with lead Sidney Prescottheading off to college and dealing with a new killer targeting her.  Shout! Factory are also upgrading some of their familiar titles. “Army of Darkness “(1992) withBruce Campbell facing an undead medieval army is being presented as a 4K Ultra HD andBlu-ray Collector’s Edition. If you aren’t interested in the Blu-ray, you can also purchase a 4KUltra HD Limited Edition Steelbook.  As if that wasn’t enough, the distributor is releasing “The Halloween 4K Collection: 1995 –2002,” which contains the first eight films in the series. This is a 4K Ultra HD and Blu-ray setcontaining updated transfers of the movies with improved and superior picture quality toanything that has come before.  
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  Finally, Sony is also upgrading some of their catalog titles. The stylish chiller “Bram Stoker’sDracula” (1992) with Gary Oldman, Winona Ryder and Anthony Hopkins is getting a 4K UltraHD and Blu-ray set in celebration of its 30th anniversary. Those who purchase the film canexpect the dazzling visuals to look even better on this release. You can pick up either a regularedition or a Steelbook edition (the only difference is the packaging).  One assumes all bonusesfrom previous discs will be included.  Their other title is the effective horror/comedy “Fright Night” (1995). This is also a 4K Ultra HDand Blu-ray Steelbook.   For those who haven’t seen it, the movie follows a teenager who suspects that a vampire hasmoved in next door to him. After his girlfriend is targeted by the bloodsucker, the youngsterdecides to contact his favorite late-night horror show host and convince the aged actor to helphim fight the threat. For genre fans, this picture is a winner, with plenty of laughs and chills andstands as one of the better vampire titles of its era (there eventually was a 2011 remake, butthat effort missed the mark). You’ll get a vastly improved picture along with all of the previouslyreleased extras from earlier editions.  YOU KNOW, FOR KIDS!  Here are some new titles for kids!  “Blaze and the Monster Machines: Big Rig to the Rescue!” (Nickelodeon) DVD  “Blue’s Clues & You! Rainbow Puppy Adventures” (Nickelodeon) DVD  “DC League of Super-Pets” (Warner Bros.) Blu-ray or DVD  “The Smurfs” Season 1, Volume 2 (2021 series) (Nickelodeon) DVD  ON THE TUBE!  And here are all of the week’s TV-themed releases.  “Bel-Air” Season 1 (Universal) Blu-ray  “Call the Midwife” Season 11 (BBC) DVD  “Dexter” The Complete Series and “Dexter: The New Blood” (Paramount) Blu-ray  “Hallmark 2-Movie Christmas Collection: The Christmas Promise & Christmas for Keeps”(Hallmark) DVD  “Hallmark 2-Movie Collection: Sister Swap: A Hometown Holiday & Sister Swap: Christmas inthe City” (Hallmark) DVD  “Melrose Place” The Complete Series (Paramount) DVD  “Mr. Mayor” The Complete Series (Universal) Blu-ray  “The Other One” Series 2 (Acorn) DVD  “Picard” Season 2 (Paramount) Blu-ray or DVD  “The Smurfs” Season 1, Volume 2 (2021 series) (Nickelodeon) DVD  “Super Pumped: The Battle for Uber” (Showtime) Blu-ray  “Walker” Season 2 (Paramount) DVD  “Winning Time: The Rise of the Lakers Dynasty” Season 1 (HBO) Blu-ray  VISIT: WWW.CINEMASTANCE.COM    
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